Sepsis is a serious medical condition caused by the body's response to an infection. Early prediction and treatment of sepsis are critical. In response to the PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2019, we developed an algorithm for early prediction of sepsis. Three datasets provided by the challenge are from ICU patients in three separate hospitals, two of which are publicly available to the participants, but the third is hidden and used for scoring. Data are highly unbalanced and contain many missing values. Each patient's data comprises hourly collected samples of 40 features. We preprocessed the data by a plausibility filter eliminating the outliers, forward filling of the missing data and replacing the remaining by population mean, and standardization of the numerical data. We developed an ensemble of bagged decision trees with a highly unbalanced misclassification cost to predict the sepsis for each sample of features in a patient. The classifier was trained on the first hospital dataset and validated on the second hospital dataset. A total of 15 important features and a set of hyperparameters were selected in an iterative training approach. Nine entries were submitted for evaluation of the utility score on a subset of the hidden dataset. The entry with the best utility score (0.335) was selected for running on the full test dataset and the final utility score was ??.
Introduction
According to the Sepsis-3 guidelines [1] , "sepsis is a life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a dysregulated host response to infection". This organ dysfunction is represented by two-point or more increase in the Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score. It is also discovered by records of clinical suspicion of infection in hospital either by ordering blood cultures or IV antibiotics.
Early prediction and treatment of sepsis are critical for reducing the mortality and morbidity, as well as the healthcare costs. Only in United States, more than 1.5 million cases of sepsis occur per year [2] . The significance of early prediction of sepsis cases and its impact on the survival rate of the patients has been presented in several papers [3] [4] [5] . Prompt identification of sepsis is recommended by clinical practice guidelines [6, 7] and supported by studies suggesting that early treatment of sepsis reduces the mortality rate [3, 8] .
Although clinicians have proposed new definitions for sepsis, early detection and treatment of sepsis is still an issue and the limits of early detection are unknown. In order to address these issues, the organizers of the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2019 [9] set up a competition to develop automated open-source algorithms for the early detection of sepsis from clinical data. Three datasets were provided by the challenge from ICU patients in three separate hospitals, two of which are publicly available to the participants, while the third is hidden and used for scoring. The complications are the highly unbalanced data (1.8% sepsis onset) and high number of missing values (up to 99.8%) in public databases. The algorithm was evaluated according to its binary classification performance using a utility function created by the challenge organizers, rewarding for early predictions of sepsis and penalizing for too early/late/missing prediction of sepsis or false prediction of sepsis.
In response to this challenge, we developed an algorithm for early prediction of sepsis. We preprocessed the data by a plausibility filter, imputing, and standardization of the numerical data. A classifier modeled by an ensemble of bagged decision trees with a highly unbalanced misclassification cost function was developed to predict the sepsis for each sample of patient's features in time. The classifier was trained on the first hospital dataset and validated on the second hospital dataset. Important features and hyperparameters were selected in an iterative training approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the method and material including the algorithm overview, database, data preprocessing, classifier, and feature selection. Section 3 provides the results. Discussion and conclusions are presented in section 4.
2.
Method and Material Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the algorithm.
Algorithm Overview
Patient's multi-feature data consist of several samples of features typically collected every hour. Data were preprocessed in several steps consisting of the outlier elimination, combination of the dependent variables, missing values imputation, and standardization. The preprocessed data is then split into training and validation datasets. A tree-bagger classifier is trained using the training dataset and the important features are selected in an iterative approach until the best performance is achieved. The classifier is validated by validation dataset and the model is submitted for evaluation by a subset of the hidden test dataset. The classifier with the best utility score is selected for evaluation of the utility score on the full test dataset. 
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Database
The challenge provided three datasets from ICU patients in three separate hospitals. Datasets from two hospitals (A and B) were publicly available and used in the algorithm development. Datasets A and B contain 20,336 and 20,000 files, respectively. The third dataset was hidden and used for scoring and evaluation of the algorithm.
Each file in the datasets contains the records of one patient during the stay in ICU where samples were collected hourly, generating several time-series features. These features consist of three groups of vital signs (n=8), laboratory values (n=26), and demographic features (n=6). Some features show a high level of missing values.
Binary categorical features are gender, Unit1, and Unit2. Other features are numerical. Table 1 shows a list of features in each group of features. Statistic parameters including min, max, and mean, as well as the percentage of missing values in each feature are presented for all data from both public datasets A and B (n = 40,336) before preprocessing.
Data Preprocessing
Data were pre-processed before being used in development of the classifier model. The first step was applying a plausibility filter to the data. A range of valid values for each feature were defined based on its actual distribution and the knowledge in literature. Any value outside this range was assumed an outlier and marked missing for imputation. Table 1 presents the low and high values of the plausibility range for each feature.
Categorical features Unit1 and Unit2 are the administrative identifiers for ICU and are mutually exclusive; patient was either in MICU or SICU. In case of missing values, MICU (Unit1) was assumed.
There are lots of missing values in the features, ranging from 0% in some demographic features including age, gender, HospAdmTime, and ICULOS, to 99.8% in Bilirubin_direct. Percentage of missing values for each feature is shown in Table 1 . Missing values were imputed by forward filling if the value was available in past. The remaining missing values with no past values were replaced by the population mean, calculated from the public datasets A and B after applying the plausibility filter. Numerical values were then standardized by reduction of the median values, divided by the standard deviation. Figure 2 shows an example of data from a patient after preprocessing all features and combining Unit1 and Unit2 features. The preprocessed features were the imputed and standardized time series samples. In this example there are 39 features varying in a 54-hour interval. 
Classifier
An ensemble of bagged decision trees was developed as the classifier with binary outputs: sepsis or no-sepsis. For each sample in time, the model accepts the important features as input. The ensemble consists of 100 decision trees. Due to the highly unbalanced nature of the data, a cost ratio of 1:37 was defined for misclassification of nosepsis versus sepsis. Maximum number of splits is set to 100 with minimum leaf size of 3. 
Feature Selection
Important features were selected in an iterative approach finding the maximum utility score along with the optimized hyperparameters. A total of 15 features were selected which are listed in Table 2 . 
Results
Our predictive model was trained using the features selected from dataset A in an iterative approach to find the best set of features and hyperparameters which result in the optimum performance. Each sample of the multi-feature data in each patient was used as the single input to the classifier resulting in a single output. Up to three initial samples in each patient with abundant missing values were discarded from analysis. Dataset B was used to validate and fine-tune the optimized model and the selected set of important features. A 10-fold cross-validation analysis on the training dataset (A) resulted in the average score utility 0.344888. A total of nine entries were submitted and the entry with the highest utility score (0.335174) was selected for running on the full hidden dataset. The algorithm was submitted to the competition organizers for running on a subset of hidden data to evaluate the utility score. The final utility score on the full hidden dataset was ??.
